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THE AMAZING NEW VOLUME IN THE #1 BESTSELLING LEGEND OF ZERO
SERIES!!!PARASITE PUBLICATIONS ~ Character Sci-FiIn this apocalyptic addition to the #1
Bestselling Legend of ZERO series, the PlanOps Prime veteran, universal hero, and living legend
Joe Dobbs has become an icon of heroism to the Congressional citizenryâ€”but his real adventure is
only just beginning. Humanity, unwillingly drafted into the alien Congress during its invasion of Earth
seventy-four turns before, has done the unthinkable; building devastating genetic weapons that can
kill even the oldest Dhasha with ease, planning to take the fight for its freedom to the very Regency
itself. Before it can, however, the alien government discovers Humanityâ€™s plans and retaliates
swiftly, killing the experiments, destroying the labs, and reducing Earthâ€™s technologies back to its
Stone Age days to serve a Sacred Turn of penance for its sins. â€¦Or does it? As Joe discovers, one
lab gets overlooked in the chaos of Judgment. Its leader, Twelve-A, is determined to keep his fellow
experiments aliveâ€”even if it means coercing a jaded, iron-faced Congie into helping themâ€¦The
Legend of ZERO: Zero's Return is a sprawling epic science fiction world sure to please fans of
Adventure, Alien Invasion Science Fiction, Space Exploration, First Contact Sci-Fi, Galactic Empire,
Military Space Fleet, and Space Opera.
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Just when you think you know how the next book in "The Legend of Zero" series will go, Sara King
amazingly weaves her magic to another direction you didn't anticipate. :-) This time we find our hero
of this series, instead of battling aliens in space for Congress, Commander Zero, aka Joe Dobbs is
now Earth bound. On a planet that has rejected him, by a Congress that has now betrayed him,
fighting the Congressional planted hungry kreenit, and still dealing with the prophecy that has yet to
be fulfilled. His devastated birthplace is forced back by Congress into the Stone Ages, Joe is now in
a dog eat dog environment where only the strongest will survive. With no trained Congie ground
crews to assist him, Joe is on his own with only his faithful Jane by his side.Earth we discover was
not, accepting the takeover of their planet nor forced recruitment of their children quietly. Secretly
they were developing their own kind of genetic weapons to fight back, until Congress discovers
what they have been up too. Earth is quickly condemned in Congressional proportions; its
technological centers, universities and bases destroyed, and then their cities are salted with hungry
kreenit. A quarter billion human Congies are thrown back on a planet that hates them, where they
may be to be the only humans to survive the devastation to serve Earth's penance for a Sacred
Turn.Miss King once again does not disappoint with her creating a new wonderful mind blowing cast
of characters, as well as reuniting those from Joes past. It is so hard not to give out spoilers here, as
I do not want to ruin the unveiling of the multiple twists and turns of this book.

Sara King has such a gift for making her characters just so darn lovable. This is the third in the Zero
series, and now Joe Dobbs is finally getting his wish and returning to Earth after a very long time. Of
course it's not the Earth he left seventy-some turns ago(like a year), and Joe is nothing like the 14
year old boy Earth boy he was when he was 'drafted' into the Congressional army of worlds to fight
their battles.Now Joe is a hero and bigger than life, but he must go back to Earth along with all other
humans because scientists on Earth have spliced the DNA of psychics to create soldiers who can
kill using only their minds. Finding himself back on Earth is shocking for Joe. While he's busy killing
the tyrannosaurus rex-type aliens that have been set loose on Earth as punishment because of the
traitorous scientists, Joe gets spit on by the local humans gone mad as all of their technology gets
shut off.In this mad-max scenario, Joe runs into the 'new people', the enhanced humans who are as
innocent as babes, but with the power to flatten mountains with only a thought. Hardened by his
long years of military service, Joe feels as if he's tainted and that these 'new people' deserve better,

although Joe knows that the desperate and murderous human race will kill anything that looks like a
good(yes, humans are reduced to cannibalism)so he sticks with the group to protect them.Sara
King's characters are so real and so flawed that they actually transcend what it means to be human,
and most of them are aliens. Unlike the previous two Zero books in the series, this book deals only
with humans and a man-eating dinosaurs, so King as a chance to really give us some insight into
just exactly who and what humanity really is down deep.

Joe is basically manipulated, used, and sabotaged by everyone he meets. He doesn't care. One
nice word or a paragraph later, he's friends with people who are doing their best to turn him into
something he isn't. In the beginning of the series, he's kidnapped, and forcibly drafted. The next
book he seems to like it. The author has to be going for the universe's most extreme version of
repeated Stockholm Syndrome. Throughout the series Joe is repeatedly put into situations with
people who hate him and do their best to either kill him or manipulate him, and all he does is
repeatedly forget all of it and be all buddy-buddy with them. I cannot put into words how much I hate
the character of Dobbs. While the author puts Dobbs on a pedestal for leadership, he is one of the
worst examples of leadership I have seen in my life. I hate his character more and more in each
book.The second protagonist I disliked even more. Twelve-A's a hypocrite of the highest level. To
those who would hurt him, he refuses any sort of violence. Dobbs, who is helping him, he repeatedly
punishes with physical pain any time they disagree. He threatens Dobbs with repeated
brainwashing and is still supposed to be the good guy. He manipulates Dobbs, abuses him, and
treats him worse than I treat rats infesting my house. Twelve-A settles disagreements with Dobbs by
either using his abilities to cause Dobbs pain, or by putting Dobbs to sleep. And Dobbs keeps
coming back for more from his 'friend' Twelve-A. Twelve-A continuously defends attempted
murders, attempted rapists, thieves, et cetera. He constantly handicaps their best chance of survival
through his idiocy. The guy is a waste of air. And Dobbs constantly forgives him for all of it and
blames himself. Over and over and over.
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